GRAFICO ILLUMINATED COUNTER
FABRIC ASSEMBLY GUIDE

1.

Unpack the hardware and place the counter facing up
(rubber feet to the bottom). Turn the fabric inside out
(graphic to the inside).

3.

2.

Making sure your image is the right way up, match graphic
seam to counter top notch for graphic alignment. Gently press
the fabric welt into the groove and work your way around.

4.

Once the welt is in position on the top, gently turn your fabric
sock inside out and pull sock down.

5.

Flip the counter upside down with the rubber feet facing
upwards.

7.

Gently press the fabric welt into the groove and work your
way around.

This is how it should look at this stage.

6.

Again match the graphic seem to the counter bottom notch
for graphic alignment.

8.

This is how it should look at this stage.

GRAFICO ILLUMINATED COUNTER
INFLATING ASSEMBLY GUIDE

1.

2.

Unpack the hardware and place the counter facing up
(rubber feet to the bottom).

3.

Undo the valve cap by turning anti clockwise.

4.

Unpack the pump and connect to power supply.
Attach appropriate fitting to the end of the hose.

5.

Insert hose and fitting into the valve and turn until it locks in
place and turn pump on.

6.

Once inflated remove the hose and close the valve
cap by turning clockwise. (NOTE: If air is escaping see
troubleshooting on reverse page).

7.

Connect lighting cable to bottom of counter.

8.

Add the lid onto the top of the counter.

Turn on power supply to illuminate. (You can hide the lighting
transformer underneath the counter).

GRAFICO ILLUMINATED COUNTER
DEFLATING GUIDE

1.

2.

Remove the counter lid.

3.

Undo the valve cap by turning anti clockwise.

4.

Gently press the valve stop down and hold to deflate the
counter. Make sure it is fully deflated.

TROUBLESHOOTING
PRESS DOWN THEN TURN

The most common reason for loss of air is the
valve has not been properly closed or was
accidentally opened with the pump nozzle during
inflation. To close air valve press down on valve
and turn left or right to closed position. To open
air valve and deflate the counter, press down on
valve and hold. To keep open, press down and
turn valve left or right to open position.

Repack the counter and parts into case provided for
transportation.

